
Charles Lachaux
BURGUNDY

Ever dreamed of securing an allocation of the world’s rarest wines before market release?

Week Curation: Barrels

OCT 3 - OCT 9, 2022

Your Own Label to Mark The Occasion
Some producers will give the possibility to successful 
bidders to customise each bottle’s label, to make it 
even more special. Create your own traditions and 
have unique bottles for your meaningful recurrences 
(ie. anniversary, birthdays etc) and to make amazing 
presents to your loved ones.

Meet the Producers
Among the complimentary benefits for our 
Barrels’ top bidders, there will be the chance to 
meet the producers at exclusive cellar visits and 
dinners with the winemakers. Our members will 
be able to deepen their knowledge of the wines 
by directly sharing their thoughts and questions 
with the producer himself.

Be the First
With Barrels we offer our clients the 
opportunity to secure top producers’ rarest 
cuvees prior to market release. This sale option, 
similar to En Primeur in Bordeaux, is a totally 
new and exclusive feature for Burgundy, only 
for Crurated Members.

Your Wine Your Format
Successful bidders can choose their favourite 
format to have their wine bottled. This will give 
our members the possibility to have some of the 
rarest wines bottled in large formats previously 
unseen and otherwise not available on the 
market!

crurated.com 



crurated.com 

. Inredible Wines

. Unique Formats

. Customized Labels

. Winemaker Dinners

. NFT 

Charles Lachaux BARRELS
Charles Lachaux is one of Burgundy’s most 
exciting winemakers today. In addition to 
running his family winery, Domaine 
Arnoux-Lachaux, Charles founded his 
eponymous micro-négociant label a few years 
back, which is based in the heart of the 
hallowed Vosne-Romanée appellation. 
While Chardonnay is the obvious white variety 
of Burgundy, Charles became passionately 
inspired by the Aligoté grape. His family owned 
and formerly bottled Aligoté, though upon its 
falling out of fashion, began selling it off to 
négociants. It was ultimately Charles who 
decided to reclaim the family’s fruit and bottle it 
under his own label. 



Charles Lachaux
October 3 until October 9, 2022 at 23:59 GMT+1

crurated.com 

Bourgogne Aligoté  
Les Champs d'Argent 
2021

Bottle formats available

1.5L            3L            6L 

Minimum Offer per 75CL  €700
excl. all taxes

Membership tiers allocations:
Explorers  Maximum Barrel allocation 3L
Connoisseurs Maximum Barrel allocation 6L
Collectors  Maximum Barrel allocation 12L
Ambassadors Maximum Barrel allocation 30L

Charles Lachaux
Barrel

Single LotsCollections Barrels

Dateline of the format
15 October 2022

Bottling Date
15 November 2022

Availability Date
February 2023

Benefits

  Personalized Label

  Visit to Charles Lachaux domaine
  in Burgundy

  Winemaker Dinner with 
  Charles Lachaux 
  at the Château de Puligny Montrachet
  on 20th November*
  * for Top 10 buyers

Fractional Barrel
Backed by NFT Technology

NFT

About Charles Lachaux
All fruit for Charles’ wines is picked by hand 
and vinified with native yeasts. These 
incredible wines strike the perfect balance 
of being approachable in their youth, yet 
able to withstand long periods of aging in 
the cellar. 
In the vineyard, Charles allows his canopies 
to grow to soaring heights, and grass is 
encouraged to flourish between vineyard 
rows. It’s safe to say that Charles is one of 
the most progressive and forward-thinking 
winemakers in Burgundy today. His passion 
and dedication shine through each bottle 
produced at his hands. These wines are 
fresh, fruit-driven, and show an immensely 
profound character that rivals some of the 
region’s greatest names.



Charles Lachaux
October 3 until October 9, 2022 at 23:59 GMT+1

crurated.com 

Bourgogne 
'La Croix Blanche' 
2021

Bottle formats available

1.5L            3L            6L 

Minimum Offer per 75CL  €500
excl. all taxes

Membership tiers allocations:
Explorers  Maximum Barrel allocation 3L
Connoisseurs Maximum Barrel allocation 6L
Collectors  Maximum Barrel allocation 12L
Ambassadors Maximum Barrel allocation 30L

Charles Lachaux
Barrel

Single LotsCollections Barrels

Dateline of the format
15 October 2022

Bottling Date
15 November 2022

Availability Date
February 2023

Fractional Barrel
Backed by NFT Technology

NFT

About Charles Lachaux
Charles Lachaux is one of Burgundy’s most 
All fruit for Charles’ wines is picked by hand 
and vinified with native yeasts. These 
incredible wines strike the perfect balance 
of being approachable in their youth, yet 
able to withstand long periods of aging in 
the cellar. 
In the vineyard, Charles allows his canopies 
to grow to soaring heights, and grass is 
encouraged to flourish between vineyard 
rows. It’s safe to say that Charles is one of 
the most progressive and forward-thinking 
winemakers in Burgundy today. His passion 
and dedication shine through each bottle 
produced at his hands. These wines are 
fresh, fruit-driven, and show an immensely 
profound character that rivals some of the 
region’s greatest names.

Benefits

  Personalized Label

  Visit to Charles Lachaux domaine
  in Burgundy

  Winemaker Dinner with 
  Charles Lachaux 
  at the Château de Puligny Montrachet
  on 20th November*
  * for Top 10 buyers



Your Own Label to Mark The Occasion
Some producers will give the possibility to successful 
bidders to customise each bottle’s label, to make it 
even more special. Create your own traditions and 
have unique bottles for your meaningful recurrences 
(ie. anniversary, birthdays etc) and to make amazing 
presents to your loved ones.

Meet the Producers
Among the complimentary benefits for our 
Barrels’ top bidders, there will be the chance to 
meet the producers at exclusive cellar visits and 
dinners with the winemakers. Our members will 
be able to deepen their knowledge of the wines 
by directly sharing their thoughts and questions 
with the producer himself.

Be the First
With Barrels we offer our clients the 
opportunity to secure top producers’ rarest 
cuvees prior to market release. This sale option, 
similar to En Primeur in Bordeaux, is a totally 
new and exclusive feature for Burgundy, only 
for Crurated Members.

Your Wine Your Format
Successful bidders can choose their favourite 
format to have their wine bottled. This will give 
our members the possibility to have some of the 
rarest wines bottled in large formats previously 
unseen and otherwise not available on the 
market!

Charles Lachaux
October 3 until October 9, 2022 at 23:59 GMT+1

crurated.com 

Côte de Nuits-Villages  
Aux Montagnes 
2021

Bottle formats available

1.5L            3L            6L 

Minimum Offer per 75CL  €500
excl. all taxes

Membership tiers allocations:
Explorers  Maximum Barrel allocation 3L
Connoisseurs Maximum Barrel allocation 6L
Collectors  Maximum Barrel allocation 12L
Ambassadors Maximum Barrel allocation 30L

Charles Lachaux
Barrel

Single LotsCollections Barrels

Dateline of the format
15 October 2022

Bottling Date
15 November 2022

Availability Date
February 2023

Fractional Barrel
Backed by NFT Technology

NFT

About Charles Lachaux
All fruit for Charles’ wines is picked by hand 
and vinified with native yeasts. These 
incredible wines strike the perfect balance 
of being approachable in their youth, yet 
able to withstand long periods of aging in 
the cellar. 
In the vineyard, Charles allows his canopies 
to grow to soaring heights, and grass is 
encouraged to flourish between vineyard 
rows. It’s safe to say that Charles is one of 
the most progressive and forward-thinking 
winemakers in Burgundy today. His passion 
and dedication shine through each bottle 
produced at his hands. These wines are 
fresh, fruit-driven, and show an immensely 
profound character that rivals some of the 
region’s greatest names.

Benefits

  Personalized Label

  Visit to Charles Lachaux domaine
  in Burgundy

  Winemaker Dinner with 
  Charles Lachaux 
  at the Château de Puligny Montrachet
  on 20th November*
  * for Top 10 buyers



Fractional Barrel
Backed by NFT Technology

Charles Lachaux
October 3 until October 9, 2022 at 23:59 GMT+1

crurated.com 

Nuits-Saint-Georges  
La Petite Charmotte 
2021

Bottle formats available

1.5L            3L            6L 

Minimum Offer per 75CL  €600
excl. all taxes

Membership tiers allocations:
Explorers  Maximum Barrel allocation 3L
Connoisseurs Maximum Barrel allocation 6L
Collectors  Maximum Barrel allocation 12L
Ambassadors Maximum Barrel allocation 30L

Charles Lachaux
Barrel

Single LotsCollections Barrels

Dateline of the format
15 October 2022

Bottling Date
15 November 2022

Availability Date
February 2023

Fractional Barrel
Backed by NFT Technology

NFT

About Charles Lachaux
All fruit for Charles’ wines is picked by hand 
and vinified with native yeasts. These 
incredible wines strike the perfect balance 
of being approachable in their youth, yet 
able to withstand long periods of aging in 
the cellar. 
In the vineyard, Charles allows his canopies 
to grow to soaring heights, and grass is 
encouraged to flourish between vineyard 
rows. It’s safe to say that Charles is one of 
the most progressive and forward-thinking 
winemakers in Burgundy today. His passion 
and dedication shine through each bottle 
produced at his hands. These wines are 
fresh, fruit-driven, and show an immensely 
profound character that rivals some of the 
region’s greatest names.

Benefits

  Personalized Label

  Visit to Charles Lachaux domaine
  in Burgundy

  Winemaker Dinner with 
  Charles Lachaux 
  at the Château de Puligny Montrachet
  on 20th November*
  * for Top 10 buyers



Fractional Barrel
Backed by NFT Technology

Charles Lachaux
October 3 until October 9, 2022 at 23:59 GMT+1

crurated.com 

Aloxe-Corton 1er Cru 
Les Valozières 

2021
Bottle formats available

1.5L            3L            6L 

Minimum Offer per 75CL  €800
excl. all taxes

Membership tiers allocations:
Explorers  Maximum Barrel allocation 3L
Connoisseurs Maximum Barrel allocation 6L
Collectors  Maximum Barrel allocation 12L
Ambassadors Maximum Barrel allocation 30L

Charles Lachaux
Barrel

Single LotsCollections Barrels

Dateline of the format
15 October 2022

Bottling Date
15 November 2022

Availability Date
February 2023

Fractional Barrel
Backed by NFT Technology

NFT

About Charles Lachaux
All fruit for Charles’ wines is picked by hand 
and vinified with native yeasts. These 
incredible wines strike the perfect balance 
of being approachable in their youth, yet 
able to withstand long periods of aging in 
the cellar. 
In the vineyard, Charles allows his canopies 
to grow to soaring heights, and grass is 
encouraged to flourish between vineyard 
rows. It’s safe to say that Charles is one of 
the most progressive and forward-thinking 
winemakers in Burgundy today. His passion 
and dedication shine through each bottle 
produced at his hands. These wines are 
fresh, fruit-driven, and show an immensely 
profound character that rivals some of the 
region’s greatest names.

Benefits

  Personalized Label

  Visit to Charles Lachaux domaine
  in Burgundy

  Winemaker Dinner with 
  Charles Lachaux 
  at the Château de Puligny Montrachet
  on 20th November*
  * for Top 10 buyers



Fractional Barrel
Backed by NFT Technology

Charles Lachaux
October 3 until October 9, 2022 at 23:59 GMT+1

crurated.com 

Nuits-Saint-Georges 1er Cru 
Aux Argillas 2021
2021

Bottle formats available

1.5L            3L            6L 

Minimum Offer per 75CL  €700
excl. all taxes

Membership tiers allocations:
Explorers  Maximum Barrel allocation 3L
Connoisseurs Maximum Barrel allocation 6L
Collectors  Maximum Barrel allocation 12L
Ambassadors Maximum Barrel allocation 30L

Charles Lachaux
Barrel

Single LotsCollections Barrels

Dateline of the format
15 October 2022

Bottling Date
15 November 2022

Availability Date
February 2023

Fractional Barrel
Backed by NFT Technology

NFT

About Charles Lachaux 
All fruit for Charles’ wines is picked by hand 
and vinified with native yeasts. These 
incredible wines strike the perfect balance 
of being approachable in their youth, yet 
able to withstand long periods of aging in 
the cellar. 
In the vineyard, Charles allows his canopies 
to grow to soaring heights, and grass is 
encouraged to flourish between vineyard 
rows. It’s safe to say that Charles is one of 
the most progressive and forward-thinking 
winemakers in Burgundy today. His passion 
and dedication shine through each bottle 
produced at his hands. These wines are 
fresh, fruit-driven, and show an immensely 
profound character that rivals some of the 
region’s greatest names.

Benefits

  Personalized Label

  Visit to Charles Lachaux domaine
  in Burgundy

  Winemaker Dinner with 
  Charles Lachaux 
  at the Château de Puligny Montrachet
  on 20th November*
  * for Top 10 buyers



Domaine Y. Clerget
BURGUNDY

Ageworthy lineups—featuring verticals to Jeroboams—for cellars everywhere. 

Week Curation

OCT 3 - OCT 9, 2022

Now seven years in, Thibaud’s dynamic spirit 
and passionate enthusiasm have added a whole 
new dimension to the estate’s renowned wines. 

At Domaine Y. Clerget, Thibaud sustainably 
farms six hectares of vines scattered across 
some of the region’s most sought-after premier 
and grand crus, including Les Caillerets, 
Champans, and Clos de Vougeot. Additionally, 
the Clergets are the sole proprietors of the 
prestigious Clos du Verseuil climat, a 
0.68-hectare vineyard located in Volnay. The 
estate’s wines are vibrant, bright, and incredibly 

This week, Crurated is pleased to announce the 
debut of Domaine Y. Clerget wines to our 
platform. For fans of silky, earth-driven Pinot 
Noir and beautifully balanced White Burgundy, 
this 28th-generation estate’s wines are simply 
unmissable. 

The Clerget family is no stranger to Burgundian 

of Volnay, the family’s lineage dates back to 
1268, with 28th generation Thibaud Clerget at 
the helm of the estate. After working under 
regional legends Henri Boillot and Domaine 
Hudelot-Noellat, Thibaud returned to his family 
estate and took the reins at the young age of 24. 

crurated.com 



  Highlights of the week
. Clos de Vougeot Grand Cru 2020
. Volnay 1er Cru Les Caillerets 2020
. Meursault Les Chevalières 2020

Domaine Y. Clerget

crurated.com 



Domaine Y. Clerget
October 2 until October 9, 2022 at 23:59 GMT+1

crurated.com

Domaine Y. Clerget
Volnay 1er Cru Clos du Verseuil 2015
Volnay 1er Cru Clos du Verseuil 2016
Volnay 1er Cru Clos du Verseuil 2017
Volnay 1er Cru Clos du Verseuil 2018
Volnay 1er Cru Clos du Verseuil 2019
Volnay 1er Cru Clos du Verseuil 2020
1 bottle of each

6 Bottles 75CL
Minimum Offer per lot €410
excl. all taxes

All membership tiers are entitled to bid

Domaine Y. Clerget 
Volnay 1er Cru Clos du Verseuil Vertical: 
2015-2020

Single LotsCollections

From the domaine cellar to your cellar.

with an NFT and backed by blockchain technology.

Clos du Verseuil is Domaine Y. Clerget’s monopole holding, 
meaning that the vineyard is owned and farmed solely by the 
Clerget family. Covering less than one-half of a hectare, this 
prestigious vineyard is planted to 68-year-old vines rooted in 
crushed limestone soil. The resulting wine is charming, 
elegant, fuller-bodied, and best of all, one of Thibuad’s 
absolute favorite cuvées. (Fun fact: The vineyard is located in 
the center of the village and boasts a north-south orientation, 
whereas all of the other Clerget plots are planted east-west.) 



Domaine Y. Clerget
October 2 until October 9, 2022 at 23:59 GMT+1

crurated.com

Domaine Y. Clerget
Volnay 1er Cru Les Caillerets 2015
Volnay 1er Cru Les Caillerets 2016
Volnay 1er Cru Les Caillerets 2017
Volnay 1er Cru Les Caillerets 2018
Volnay 1er Cru Les Caillerets 2019
Volnay 1er Cru Les Caillerets 2020
1 bottle of each

6 Bottles 75CL
Minimum Offer per lot €475
excl. all taxes

All membership tiers are entitled to bid

Domaine Y. Clerget 
Volnay 1er Cru Les Caillerets Vertical: 
2015-2020

Single LotsCollections

From the domaine cellar to your cellar.

with an NFT and backed by blockchain technology.

Beloved by collectors and critics alike, Les Caillerets is one of 
Volnay’s most distinguished premier crus. The Clerget 
family’s vines span less than one-half of a hectare and boast 
an impressive 75 years in age. Due to the vines’ age, the berries 
coming from these vines are small, concentrated, and very 

This is one of the estate’s oldest—and most 
cherished—vineyard sites. 

F h d i ll llll



Domaine Y. Clerget
October 2 until October 9, 2022 at 23:59 GMT+1

crurated.com

Domaine Y. Clerget
Volnay 1er Cru Champans 2018
Volnay 1er Cru Champans 2019
Volnay 1er Cru Champans 2020
1 magnum bottle of each

3 Magnum Bottles 1.5L
Minimum Offer per lot €470
excl. all taxes

All membership tiers are entitled to bid

Domaine Y. Clerget
Volnay 1er Cru Champans Vertical: 
2018-2020

Single LotsCollections

From the domaine cellar to your cellar.

with an NFT and backed by blockchain technology.

Deemed a “golden nugget” by the Clerget family, this Volnay 
1er Cru Champans is both complex and personality driven – 
and above all, highly limited in quantity. Fruit for this wine 
comes from 46-year-old vines rooted in clay-limestone soils 

structured wine with the ability to age for years to come. The 
Clerget’s farm just .05 hectares of vines in this sought-after 
1er Cru, making this wine a true diamond in the rough.



Domaine Y. Clerget
October 2 until October 9, 2022 at 23:59 GMT+1

crurated.com

Domaine Y. Clerget
Volnay 1er Cru Clos du Verseuil 2020

3 Bottles 75CL
Minimum Offer per lot €225
excl. all taxes

All membership tiers are entitled to bid

3-Bottle Domaine Y. Clerget 
Volnay 1er Cru Clos du Verseuil Collection: 
2020 Focus

Single LotsCollections

From the domaine cellar to your cellar.

with an NFT and backed by blockchain technology.

Clos du Verseuil is Domaine Y. Clerget’s monopole holding, 
meaning that the vineyard is owned and farmed solely by the 
Clerget family. Covering less than one-half of a hectare, this 
prestigious vineyard is planted to 68-year-old vines rooted in 
crushed limestone soil. The resulting wine is charming, 
elegant, fuller-bodied, and best of all, one of Thibuad’s 
absolute favorite cuvées. (Fun fact: The vineyard is located in 
the center of the village and boasts a north-south orientation, 
whereas all of the other Clerget plots are planted east-west.) 



Domaine Y. Clerget
October 2 until October 9, 2022 at 23:59 GMT+1

crurated.com

Domaine Y. Clerget
Volnay 1er Cru Les Caillerets 2020

3 Bottles 75CL
Minimum Offer per lot €270
excl. all taxes

All membership tiers are entitled to bid

3-Bottle Domaine Y. Clerget 
Volnay 1er Cru Les Caillerets Collection: 
2020 Focus 

Single LotsCollections

From the domaine cellar to your cellar.

with an NFT and backed by blockchain technology.

Beloved by collectors and critics alike, Les Caillerets is one of 
Volnay’s most distinguished premier crus. The Clerget 
family’s vines span less than one-half of a hectare and boast 
an impressive 75 years in age. Due to the vines’ age, the berries 
coming from these vines are small, concentrated, and very 

This is one of the estate’s oldest—and most 
cherished—vineyard sites. 

From the domaiom the domaiine cellar to your cellarur cellarine cellar to youine cellar to you



Domaine Y. Clerget
October 2 until October 9, 2022 at 23:59 GMT+1

crurated.com

Domaine Y. Clerget
Pommard 1er Cru Les Rugiens 2020

3 Bottles 75CL
Minimum Offer per lot €315
excl. all taxes

All membership tiers are entitled to bid

3-Bottle Domaine Y. Clerget 
Pommard 1er Cru Les Rugiens: 
2020 Focus

Single LotsCollections

From the domaine cellar to your cellar.

with an NFT and backed by blockchain technology.

Les Rugiens is located in Pommard, just a hop, skip, and a 
jump away from the estate’s holdings in Volnay. The Clergets 
farm about one hectare of vines here, which boast an average 
of 45 years in age. Rooted in Pommard’s signature rocky red 
soils, fruit for this wine creates elegantly muscular, 
palate-coating wines that can withstand decades in the cellar. 
Fruit for this cuvée is destemmed, fermented with native 
yeasts, and aged in 20-30% toasty new oak, which adds to the 

longer-haul propositions in the cellar. 

h d ll llll ll



Domaine Y. Clerget
October 2 until October 9, 2022 at 23:59 GMT+1

crurated.com

Domaine Y. Clerget
Clos de Vougeot Grand Cru  2020

3 Bottles 75CL
Minimum Offer per lot €660
excl. all taxes

All membership tiers are entitled to bid

3-Bottle Domaine Y. Clerget 
Clos de Vougeot Grand Cru Collection: 
2020 Focus 

Single LotsCollections

From the domaine cellar to your cellar.

with an NFT and backed by blockchain technology.

Few viticultural areas exude the wow factor than that of Clos 
de Vougeot. Wines from this highly respected growing area 
regularly garner high praise from critics and industry folk 

Clerget’s vines average 48 years in age and are rooted in 

clusters, which adds freshness and lifted aromatics to this 
collectible cuvée. 



Domaine Y. Clerget
October 2 until October 9, 2022 at 23:59 GMT+1

crurated.com

Domaine Y. Clerget
Meursault  Les Chevalières 2020

3 Bottles 75CL
Minimum Offer per lot €180
excl. all taxes

All membership tiers are entitled to bid

3-Bottle Domaine Y. Clerget 
Meursault Les Chevalières Collection: 
2020 Focus 

Single LotsCollections

From the domaine cellar to your cellar.

with an NFT and backed by blockchain technology.

only white cuvée, perfect for fans of bright, mineral-laden 
White Burgundy. Fruit for this wine comes from 0.37 hectares 
of vines rooted in very rocky soils at one of Burgundy's 
prettiest sites, with an age of about 40 years. Vibrant and 

lively, marked by laser-like acidity and an undeniable sense 
of place. We can’t sing the praises of this inaugural vintage 
enough.



Collections Single Lots

Domaine Y. Clerget
Auction Closing Time London 3pm Hong Kong 11pm 

crurated.com

Domaine Y. Clerget
Volnay 1er Cru Clos du Verseuil 2020

1 Jeroboam Bottle 3L
Minimum Offer per lot €300
excl. all taxes

All membership tiers are entitled to bid

Single-Bottle Domaine Y. Clerget 
Volnay 1er Cru Clos du Verseuil 
2020 Jeroboam (3L) 

From the domaine cellar to your cellar.

with an NFT and backed by blockchain technology.

Clos du Verseuil is Domaine Y. Clerget’s monopole holding, 
meaning that the vineyard is owned and farmed solely by the 
Clerget family. Covering less than one-half of a hectare, this 
prestigious vineyard is planted to 68-year-old vines rooted in 
crushed limestone soil. The resulting wine is charming, 
elegant, fuller-bodied, and best of all, one of Thibuad’s 
absolute favorite cuvées. (Fun fact: The vineyard is located in 
the center of the village and boasts a north-south orientation, 
whereas all of the other Clerget plots are planted east-west.) 



Collections Single Lots

Domaine Y. Clerget
Auction Closing Time London 3pm Hong Kong 11pm 

crurated.com

Domaine Y. Clerget
Volnay 1er Cru Les Caillerets 2020

1 Jeroboam Bottle 3L
Minimum Offer per lot €360
excl. all taxes

All membership tiers are entitled to bid

Single-Bottle Domaine Y. Clerget 
Volnay 1er Cru Les Caillerets 
2020 Jeroboam (3L) 

From the domaine cellar to your cellar.

with an NFT and backed by blockchain technology.

Beloved by collectors and critics alike, Les Caillerets is one of 
Volnay’s most distinguished premier crus. The Clerget 
family’s vines span less than one-half of a hectare and boast 
an impressive 75 years in age. Due to the vines’ age, the berries 
coming from these vines are small, concentrated, and very 

This is one of the estate’s oldest—and most 
cherished—vineyard sites. 

rom the domaine cellar to your cellar



Collections Single Lots

Domaine Y. Clerget
Auction Closing Time London 3pm Hong Kong 11pm 

crurated.com

Domaine Y. Clerget
Clos de Vougeot Grand Cru  2020

1 Jeroboam Bottle 3L
Minimum Offer per lot €880
excl. all taxes

All membership tiers are entitled to bid

Single-Bottle Domaine Y. Clerget 
Clos de Vougeot Grand Cru 2020 
Jeroboam (3L) 

From the domaine cellar to your cellar.

with an NFT and backed by blockchain technology.

Few viticultural areas exude the wow factor than that of Clos 
de Vougeot. Wines from this highly respected growing area 
regularly garner high praise from critics and industry folk 

Clerget’s vines average 48 years in age and are rooted in 

clusters, which adds freshness and lifted aromatics to this 
collectible cuvée. 



Collections Single Lots

Domaine Y. Clerget
Auction Closing Time London 3pm Hong Kong 11pm 

crurated.com

Domaine Y. Clerget
Pommard 1er Cru Les Rugiens 2020

1 Jeroboam Bottle 3L
Minimum Offer per lot €420
excl. all taxes

All membership tiers are entitled to bid

Single-Bottle Domaine Y. Clerget 
Pommard 1er Cru Les Rugiens 2020 
Jeroboam (3L) 

From the domaine cellar to your cellar.

with an NFT and backed by blockchain technology.

Les Rugiens is located in Pommard, just a hop, skip, and a 
jump away from the estate’s holdings in Volnay. The Clergets 
farm about one hectare of vines here, which boast an average 
of 45 years in age. Rooted in Pommard’s signature rocky red 
soils, fruit for this wine creates elegantly muscular, 
palate-coating wines that can withstand decades in the cellar. 
Fruit for this cuvée is destemmed, fermented with native 
yeasts, and aged in 20-30% toasty new oak, which adds to the 

longer-haul propositions in the cellar. 



Head to crurated.com / Register as a member / View and select your lots / Submit your offer(s)

crurated.com 

Criteria to win Collections
The number of batches X available will be allocated to the 
highest offers X submitted by eligible members. 
Depending on the number of cases available, and the 
number of offers submitted, Crurated will give priority 
based on:

a) The higher membership type and - in case members 
have the same membership type then - 
b) The time of submission

The distribution will be always maximized across users.




